Flying Drosophila stabilize their vision-based velocity
controller by sensing wind with their antennae
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Flies and other insects use vision to regulate their groundspeed in
flight, enabling them to fly in varying wind conditions. Compared
with mechanosensory modalities, however, vision requires a long
processing delay (~100 ms) that might introduce instability if operated at high gain. Flies also sense air motion with their antennae, but
how this is used in flight control is unknown. We manipulated the
antennal function of fruit flies by ablating their aristae, forcing them
to rely on vision alone to regulate groundspeed. Arista-ablated flies
in flight exhibited significantly greater groundspeed variability than
intact flies. We then subjected them to a series of controlled impulsive wind gusts delivered by an air piston and experimentally manipulated antennae and visual feedback. The results show that an
antenna-mediated response alters wing motion to cause flies to
accelerate in the same direction as the gust. This response opposes
flying into a headwind, but flies regularly fly upwind. To resolve
this discrepancy, we obtained a dynamic model of the fly’s velocity
regulator by fitting parameters of candidate models to our experimental data. The model suggests that the groundspeed variability
of arista-ablated flies is the result of unstable feedback oscillations
caused by the delay and high gain of visual feedback. The antenna
response drives active damping with a shorter delay (~20 ms) to
stabilize this regulator, in exchange for increasing the effect of
rapid wind disturbances. This provides insight into flies’ multimodal sensory feedback architecture and constitutes a previously
unknown role for the antennae.
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nimals rely on input from multiple sensory modalities to
regulate their motor actions. For example, to quickly grasp an
object, a human uses both vision and tactile sensing. The visual
system can estimate how close the object is, but only touch can
accurately determine when contact is made (1). Similarly, flying
insects rely on multiple senses, including vision and mechanosensation to control their flight (2). This multimodal feedback
enables them to perform aerial feats, such as chasing conspecifics
(3) and rapid self-righting after takeoff (4). Our neurobiological
and biomechanical understanding of these behaviors is incomplete, but physiological studies and physics-based models have
helped reveal salient features (5–9).
The flight paths of flies often are structured into bouts of straight
segments of forward motion, punctuated by rapid changes in
heading termed body saccades (3, 10–12). During the straight
segments, flies tend to maintain constant groundspeed despite
changes in wind speed, suggesting the presence of an active
feedback regulator (13, 14). Recent results provide some insight
into the properties of this vision-based forward velocity controller,
such as its dependence on the spatial and temporal frequency of the
visual stimulus, and the magnitude of the underlying sensory-motor
delay (15, 16). Experiments with tethered animals show that flies
use mechanosensors on the antennae to regulate wing motion in
response to changes in airspeed (17–21). Incident wind causes deflection of the arista, the fourth antennal segment, which vibrates
at the frequency of the nearby flapping wings (19). Movement is
detected by the Johnston organ (JO) and a large campaniform
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sensillum between the second and third antennal segments (18).
There is evidence for both phasic and tonic neurons within the JO
that respond to wind (22). However, little is known about how
these neuron-mediated motor responses affect flight control, or
how they are integrated with visually mediated responses. Work in
other insects, such as hawk moths, indicates that the antennae may
be used in a variety of flight control responses that complement
vision, including reactions to body rotation, responses that in flies
are thought to be mediated by the halteres (23, 24). Further, recent
results using tethered honey bees suggest that together the antennae and visual system mediate an abdomen-up streamlining
behavior that may minimize steady-state flight costs (25). Although
the antennae may mediate similar behaviors in flies, in this study
we focus on responses that help regulate forward flight speed.
The sensorimotor delay of the visual response that controls
flight speed is roughly 50–100 ms in fruit flies (16), corresponding
to 10–20 wing strokes. Such delays are expected in visual-motor
reactions because of the time required for phototransduction and
subsequent motion computation. When used in a feedback loop
with high gain, sensor delay may lead to instability, which can
manifest as a sinusoidal oscillation that grows with time for unstable systems or decays slowly for a nearly unstable system (26).
In this paper, we investigated whether the time delay of the
visual system has implications for the flies’ flight velocity controller. To do so, we captured flight trajectories of flies subject to
impulsive gusts of wind in an automated wind tunnel. We compared the behavior of intact flies with that of flies whose airspeed
response was abolished by removing the arista of the antennae.
Our results indicate that arista-ablated flies showed greater
groundspeed variability than intact flies, oscillating in a manner
indicating a nearly unstable feedback regulator. A dynamic model
derived from our data suggests that the velocity instability of
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Methods
Flies. We used 2- to 3-d-old female flies, Drosophila melanogaster Meigen,
descended from 200 wild-caught female specimens. As necessary, we anesthetized flies by cooling them to 2 °C. For ablation experiments, the aristae
were clipped off at their base with sharpened forceps. Flies were kept on
a 16:8-h light:dark cycle. Experiments started 5–9 h before the end of their
subjective day and continued for 24 h. In each trial run, we placed 10–12 flies
in the enclosed wind tunnel. To increase exploratory behavior, we starved
the flies (while providing water) for 4–8 h before each experiment. We
recorded roughly 100 trajectories per day for control flies and roughly 50 per
day for arista-ablated flies. The mass of the flies averaged 1.2 mg at the start
of trials. After the 24-h trial period, flies we recovered from the flight arena
using a vacuum had an average mass of 1.0 mg. For modeling and analysis,
we used the estimated average fly mass, 1.1 mg, for m.
Real-Time Fly Tracking Arena. All experiments were performed in a 150 cm ×
30 cm × 30 cm wind tunnel (27, 28) equipped with a visual projection system
(Fig. 1A). The arena was backlit by near-infrared light-emitting diodes, and
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Fig. 1. Experiments in a free-flight fly tracking arena indicate that flies deprived of their antenna-mediated airspeed response show significantly greater
groundspeed variability than intact flies. (A) We recorded flight trajectories by
triangulating position using infrared cameras (29). Wide-field visual motion
was generated by back-projecting a moving grating pattern onto the walls of
the flight arena through a system of mirrors. (B) We generated wind gust
stimuli either by using an impulsive air piston (Upper) or by opening shutters
to allow air driven by a fan to pass through (Lower). (C) Overhead view of the
path of flies relative to the gust apparatus and visual stimulus. (D) A random
selection of 50 trajectories recorded in conditions of no wind stimulus suggests that groundspeeds of arista-ablated flies are more variable (Center)
than those of intact flies (Left). This difference is significant (Levene’s test, P <
0.0001), as shown in a normalized histogram of instantaneous groundspeeds
of all trajectories collected (Right).
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Wind Gusts. A voltage pulse from the tracking computer triggered the gust
mechanism the moment the position estimate of a fly passed the predefined
trigger plane. We used two different devices to generate gusts within the
flight arena (Fig. 1 B and C). The first was a set of shutters actuated by a highspeed brushless linear motor (model P01-23 × 160; LinMot) that could open
suddenly to allow the air pulled by a wind tunnel fan to flow through the
flight arena. This provided a stimulus that ramped from a pregust steady
state of −0.15 m·s−1 to −0.35 m·s−1 over a period of about 200 ms. Because
the wind tunnel was designed for unidirectional flow, the fan system could
produce wind velocity vw of one polarity only. The second gust device was an
air piston spanning the cross-section of the wind tunnel that was actuated by
the same linear motor. The piston could move in either direction very quickly,
moving 15 mm in as little as 40 ms, limited only by the motor’s force capability.
When the air piston was in use, the fan of the wind tunnel was switched off.
The software of the servomotor controller could be programmed to generate
only one trajectory at a time, so a given population of flies in the tunnel arena
was subjected to only one type of gust for each 24-h trial period.
The time courses of the gusts were measured with a hotwire anemometer at
1 kHz (MiniCTA with p55 probe; Dantec Dynamics) that was calibrated with
an ultrasonic anemometer (UA6; Airflow Developments Ltd.). Gusts were identical to within 0.02 m·s−1 at various positions across the width, height, and length
of the wind tunnel arena up to within 2 cm of the walls, and were identical
before and after each experimental session. The thickness of the boundary layer
under conditions of steady flow was measured to be less than 2 cm, but any
flight trajectories passing within that distance from the walls were eliminated
from further analysis. To verify that there was no spatial dependence in the
timing of the gust in the arena, two hotwire probes were placed 1 m apart at
either end of the arena to provide simultaneous measurements of a rapid piston gust. The shapes of the two gusts were nearly identical but shifted in time
by 3 ± 1 ms, indicating that the gust moved at approximately the speed of sound
(≈343 m·s−1). Thus, the positional variability in gust timing was assumed to be
negligible relative to the 10-ms time resolution of the tracking cameras. To
minimize the visual impact of the piston and shutter motion, we constructed
both apparatuses from clear acrylic and operated them so that flies were
always flying away from them when gusts were generated so that apparatus
motion likely would fall within the rear blind spot of the flies during the trial.
To further ensure that piston motion did not induce a visual response, we constructed a sham piston that resembled the real piston but had holes spanning
most of its cross-section so that it did not produce any measurable wind disturbance. When tested with flies, there was no discernible behavioral difference between trials in which the sham piston was moved and those in which it was not.
Visual Stimulus. Visual stimuli were generated using the Vision Egg software on
a personal computer running Ubuntu Linux with an NVIDIA GeForce 8500 GT
graphics card (30). A high–frame-rate (120-Hz) Lightspeed Design DepthQ
monochrome projector back-projected vertically oriented sinusoid grating patterns with a 12-cm wavelength on the walls of the arena, a stimulus known to
elicit strong acceleration responses in fruit flies (15) (Fig. 1 A and C). The mean
luminance at midgray was 50 cd·m−2. The computer controlling the visual display
received 3D coordinate estimates for all flies in motion from the tracking computer over Ethernet and orchestrated the automated experiment protocol. To
assure correct timing of wind and visual stimuli relative to tracking, both the
tracking and stimulus computers were synchronized to within 3 ms by using the
Precise Time Protocol daemon. The timing of each camera frame was saved
along with the tracking data, as was the timing of the gust trigger pulse. The
projector latency was measured to be 19 ± 1 ms by using a TI OPT101 light
sensor, and timing adjustments were made to the data post facto.
In some experiments, we presented a dynamic visual stimulus in the absence
of a wind gust. The shape and strength of these “visual gusts” were chosen so
that they were roughly equal to the visual motion experienced by a fly as its
PNAS | Published online March 17, 2014 | E1183
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the cameras were fitted with infrared pass filters. To record the 3D position
of flies in free flight, we used a custom-built real-time fly tracker (for details,
see ref. 29). The tracker consisted of five Basler A602f digital video cameras
capturing images at 100 frames per second and an array of computers
performing image analysis to locate moving flies in each 2D view. These 2D
coordinates were transmitted over a network to a central computer that
triangulated the flies’ 3D positions in space. Median latency during tracking
was ∼40 ms. The tracking software recorded trajectories and performed
data association using an extended Kalman filter. In parallel, the software
also estimated positions at each time step using a least-squares estimate
based on ray projections from each camera. We used this noisier, unfiltered
format for our analysis because it provided the highest time resolution for
the high-speed dynamics in this study and is not subject to the specifics of
the dynamic models associated with a Kalman filter.

BIOPHYSICS AND
COMPUTATIONAL BIOLOGY

arista-ablated flies arises from the long visual feedback delay,
and that anantenna-mediated wind response acts as a damper to
sense and abolish this instability.

groundspeed changed during the corresponding wind gust. To estimate this
visual stimulus, we recorded the groundspeed, vg, of flies with and without
aristae for each of the seven different gust strengths and directions (n = 20–
50 trajectories). For each of these 14 conditions, we calculated the time course
of their mean change in groundspeed, vg ðtÞ, and used that as the strength of
the visual gust, vp(t), after inverting the polarity. In the gentlest wind gusts,
the difference between the responses of flies with and without aristae was
negligible, so we used the same visual gusts for both.
Trial Protocol. To bring flies to the central portion of the flight arena at the start
of each trial, we used a visual confinement protocol similar to that described
previously (15) but modified because of the constraints of our experiments. As
in the prior study, we triggered the start of a trial once the fly passed a computer-defined trigger plane. However, in our experiments, it was not possible to
use a plume of odor to further entice the flies to the center of the tunnel arena
because the air piston blocked continuous flow. We instructed the computer to
perform the following state machine protocol to induce flies to fly forward
through the trigger plane: (i) If any airborne flies were detected, the grating
pattern on the walls was animated with projector velocity vp = −0.15 m·s−1 to
induce them to move in the −x direction. (ii) If the fly with the longest unbroken flight trajectory passed a threshold at x = −5.0 cm from the trigger
plane, the animation direction was reversed to vp = 0.15 m·s−1. This induced the
fly to move in the +x direction toward the trigger plane. (iii) If the fly did not
pass the trigger plane within 2.5 s, the protocol returned to step 1, otherwise
a 1.2-s trial was initiated once the fly passed the trigger plane, during which the
baseline projector velocity remained at vp = 0.15 m·s−1 so that the stimulus did
not change when the trial started. A simulation of the model derived in this
paper suggests that 5 cm is sufficient distance for an intact fly to accelerate to
its approximate steady-state velocity. In trials with a visual gust, an additional
projector velocity command was either added or subtracted from this baseline
velocity. At the end of the trial period, the state of execution was returned to
step 1. Trials consisted of a gust, a visual gust, a combination of the two, or
a control with no stimulus, in random sequential order.
Data Processing. The fly tracker saved the (x, y, z) position estimate of each
trajectory at 100 Hz. During analysis, we eliminated from consideration any
trajectories in which flies turned away from the long axis of the wind tunnel
arena. Off-axis trajectories were detected by first processing the measurements with a 10-sample boxcar filter to eliminate transient noise and then
testing whether at any time during the trial, the magnitude of this filtered
nonaxial velocity component exceeded 0.25 m·s−1. To ensure uniform visual
stimuli, trajectories not starting in the middle third (widthwise) of the arena
and the upper two thirds were eliminated. Using these criteria, we rejected ∼67% of the raw trajectories.
We estimated the x-component of the fly’s groundspeed, vg, and acceleration, v_ g , by taking derivatives of the x-position using a first-order difference
for each derivative, shifting as necessary so that force data were aligned with
the correct velocity data. We calculated the projector velocity, vp, by downsampling its position data from 120 to 100 Hz by linear interpolation and
taking the derivative. We measured the wind velocity vw directly by hotwire
anemometer. All numerical computations were performed using NumPy version 1.6.1, SciPy version 0.9, and python-control package version 0.5.
Flight Force Model. The force–balance equation for the fly along the x-axis of
our flight arena is
f ¼ fd þ fc ¼ mv_ g ,

[1]

where f is the total force applied to the fly, fd is the passive aerodynamic
drag force on the wings and body, fc is the active control force produced
by changes in wing kinematics in response to sensory stimuli, vg is the
groundspeed of the fly and v_ g represents its rate of change, and m is the
mass of the fly. We can therefore estimate f by measuring the fly’s acceleration and multiplying by its mass. Our present analysis is not concerned with
the mechanism for regulating the control force, fc, but we remark that it might
be generated by pitching the body for helicopter-like velocity control (31), or by
other changes in stroke kinematics (32, 33). We model the total aerodynamic
drag force acting on the flapping wings, fd, as a function of airspeed va:
fd ðtÞ ¼ fd ðva ðtÞÞ,

[2]

va ¼ vw − vg

[3]

where

and vw is the velocity of the wind generated by the gust apparatus measured
in the laboratory frame, and airspeed, va, is defined as negative for forward
E1184 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1323529111

flight in still air. We expected aerodynamic drag to be linearly proportional
to airspeed:
fd ¼ bva ,

[4]

as suggested by several lines of evidence, including experiments on tethered
Drosophila (34), a wind tunnel test on a flapping robotic insect (35), and
a study on the dynamics of rotational motion (36). After finding the model
for aerodynamic drag, we calculated the control force by subtracting drag
from total force according to Eq. 1.
The model for the fly’s control force output, fc, is a function of airspeed,
va, and visual velocity, vv, each perceived in the fly’s moving reference frame.
The velocity of the visual stimulus perceived by the fly, vv, is defined as
vv ¼ vp − vg ,

[5]

where vp is the velocity of the visual stimulus that is back-projected onto the
walls of the arena. A negative visual velocity in this convention, corresponding to forward flight, is termed progressive visual motion. We assume
the force associated with the visual response, fcv, is a function of the visual
velocity input after a visual sensorimotor delay, Tv,
fcv ðtÞ ¼ fcv ðvv ðt − Tv ÞÞ,

[6]

and the force due to the antenna response, fca, is a function of the airspeed
input after a delay, Ta,
fca ðtÞ ¼ fca ðva ðt − Ta ÞÞ:

[7]

Our experimental results suggest that these two responses sum linearly, so
the total control force is modeled as
fc ¼ fca þ fcv ;

[8]

thus, the total force acting on the fly is the sum of drag and active
responses:
f ¼ mv_ g ¼ bva þ fca ðva ðt − Ta ÞÞ þ fcv ðvv ðt − Tv ÞÞ:

[9]

Model Fitting. Because of the short duration of our tests and limited number
of different gust speed stimuli, we reduced the exploration space of models
by restricting our attention to simple, canonical linear models, i.e., proportional, integral, and derivative controllers, each with an unknown gain
and time delay. Because the basic aerodynamics are linear (Eq. 9), we can use
of the set of tools available for linear systems (26).
To find an estimate θ^ of the unknown parameters in a model, we searched
for the model with the minimum squared error between the fly’s predicted
groundspeed, v^g , and the actual measured groundspeed, vg, for all n trajectories of a given stimulus type (n ranged from 243 to 532), according to
θ^ ¼ argmin
θ

tf !
n X
X
k¼1 t¼0

vg ðtÞ − v^g ðtÞ

"2

,

[10]

where t is an integer representing the frame number of the camera relative
to the start time of the trial, tf is the number of position observations in each
trajectory, and θ represents the parameters of the model. For the simple air
drag model, θ is equal to b, the drag constant. For models incorporating
visual and antenna feedback, the fitted parameters are the time delay, T,
and gain, K.
To simulate groundspeed responses from the open-loop force models,
we computed closed-loop models. The transfer function from force to
groundspeed for the body of the fly is 1/(ms), where m is the mass of the fly
and s represents the complex frequency. When subject to the aerodynamic
drag force, fd, due to the wings and body (Eq. 4), it can be shown (26) that
the transfer function from force to groundspeed is
PðsÞ ¼

1
:
ms þ b

[11]

The prediction of the model for the case of no sensory feedback (subject to
aerodynamic drag alone) is
v^g ¼ b PðsÞvw ,

[12]

where we emphasize that this is for the input vw, which is defined with
respect to the laboratory-frame. Strictly speaking, the input and output of
this equation are frequency-domain quantities, but we write them in their
Fuller et al.

v^g ¼

ðb þ Ca ðsÞÞPðsÞ
vw ,
1 þ ðCa ðsÞ þ Cv ðsÞÞPðsÞ

Cv ðsÞPðsÞ
vp :
1 þ ðCa ðsÞ þ Cv ðsÞÞPðsÞ

A

airspeed
+va

drag +
responses

[13]

where Ca(s) denotes the transfer function of the antenna response that
produces a thrust force in response to airspeed input (Eq. 7) and Cv(s)
denotes the visual response (Eq. 6). We assume a linear summation of the
two responses. Similarly, the groundspeed prediction due to a visual stimulus in the laboratory frame is
v^g ¼
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time-domain representation for notational simplicity. A similar analysis
shows that for an intact fly subject to wind, our groundspeed prediction is

[14]
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The groundspeed prediction due to both stimuli is a linear combination of
the responses from each individual stimulus (Eq. 13 + Eq. 14):

Results
When subject to an unchanging stimulus during the trial, flies
subjected to bilateral arista ablation exhibit significantly greater
groundspeed variability than intact flies (Levene’s test, P < 0.0001).
We emphasize that in these tests, as in all tests, flies were subject
to a visual stimulus protocol that preceded all trials to repeatedly
move flies to the trial start location (see Trial Protocol in Methods).
A visual inspection of a random selection of trajectories suggests
that arista-ablated flies exhibit periodic excursions resembling sinusoid oscillations (Fig. 1D).
To gain insight into why the loss of antennal function altered
velocity control, we performed a more detailed analysis by subjecting flies to controlled wind and visual stimuli (Fig. 2A). Intact
flies initially moving at 20 cm·s−1 responded to an impulsive
headwind gust of −40 cm·s−1 by decelerating rapidly toward a
groundspeed near zero (Fig. 2B). The flies then quickly recovered,
returning to their initial groundspeed after about 100 ms. To determine whether flies might use information from their antennae
during this response, we subjected arista-ablated flies to the same
gust protocol (Fig. 2C). The change in velocity exhibited was
significantly less for intact flies within 40 ms after the onset of the
gust (Mann–Whitney U test, P < 0.001) (Fig. 2F). Similarly, we
found that flies in a similar tailwind gust exhibited a significantly
greater positive acceleration than arista-ablated flies within 50 ms
(P = 0.002). Preliminary experiments in which arista feedback was
manipulated instead by rigidly fixing the joint between the funiculus and pedicelaris with glue (21) caused damping to reduce by
approximately the same amount, indicating that this joint mediates
the response. This manipulation, however, was more difficult to
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Fig. 2. The fly regulates groundspeed in flight using both a fast antennamediated response driven by airspeed and a slower visual response that
overrides aerodynamic drag. (A) We consider a model of flight control in which
the fly receives two inputs, the airspeed, va, and visual velocity, vv, which are
defined in its moving reference frame. Aerodynamic drag and changes in wing
kinematics produce a thrust force, f. (B) We probed the antennal response by
subjecting intact flies to a 40-ms piston-induced impulsive headwind gust
(arrows in top row represent change in airspeed relative to conditions at the
start of the trial). These flies decelerate to a lower groundspeed, vg (mean
shown in white), before quickly recovering. (C) Flies in which the aristae are
ablated from the antenna show similar behavior, but the magnitude of the
loss in groundspeed is diminished. The difference becomes significant within
40 ms (Mann–Whitney U test, P < 0.001). This suggests that the antennae
mediate an active response that adds additional force in the same direction as
aerodynamic drag and that is faster than the 80–100 ms reported for vision
(16). (D) Intact flies subject to a step increase in headwind also lose groundspeed but recover most of it after 0.5 s, suggesting that they have a slower
feedback loop that eventually overcomes aerodynamic drag. (E) If the intact fly is subject to the same gust while the walls of the flight arena are
animated with a visual stimulus velocity, vp, as shown, eliminating the
normal visual cues that indicate a loss of groundspeed, this recovery is
abolished substantially. This suggests that the slower response that compensates for wind likely is mediated by vision. (F) Plots of groundspeed
differences (mean ± SD) relative to the start time (dashed line) for B–E.

apply consistently, so we performed our detailed analysis on aristaablated flies.
The results of these gust experiments provide additional evidence that flies sense and respond to wind with their antennae
(18) but reveal two previously unknown aspects of this response.
First, the sensorimotor response time is quite fast relative to
the ∼100-ms delay observed for visual-motor responses (16).
Second, our data suggest that the fly’s antenna-mediated airspeed
response acts in an unexpected direction. In response to a headwind gust, the antenna response causes flies to decelerate, thereby
decreasing groundspeed. In a tailwind gust, flies accelerate forward, thereby increasing groundspeed. Thus, instead of acting
to maintain groundspeed, the antenna-mediated response generates
PNAS | Published online March 17, 2014 | E1185
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Because these models operate in a closed loop, the groundspeed prediction is a nonlinear function of the model parameters θ. Accordingly, we
performed a nonlinear regression using a Levenberg–Marquardt iterative
search procedure to minimize the error function given by Eq. 10 (37). Our
stimuli consisted of only four different gust speeds, so to avoid incorrect
fitting because our stimulus set was not sufficiently rich, we did not attempt
to fit all five parameters at once. Instead, we estimated them one to two at
a time by systematically eliminating the effect of the two sensory feedback
modalities, as described in Results. Our machine vision tracking system could
not identify individual flies, so we assumed all flies had identical properties.
We computed groundspeed estimates using the lsim command in pythoncontrol using cubic interpolation between input measurements and approximated time delays with a fifth-order Padé approximation. Because of
the considerable variation in flies’ initial groundspeeds, we recentered all
stimulus inputs and groundspeed responses to be zero at t = 0 by subtracting
their mean value during the 60 ms preceding each trial before analysis. This
corresponds to subtracting the baseline thrust force the fly was applying at
the start of the trial to maintain its groundspeed in the face of aerodynamic
drag, a matter we address further in the visual feedback model in Results.
We used a bootstrapping procedure to estimate 95% uncertainty confidence
intervals (Supporting Information).
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sponse, which increases the effect of wind disturbances, may be to
stabilize the visual groundspeed regulator. It is possible that the
groundspeed variability of arista-ablated flies of Fig. 1D arises
because antenna ablation fundamentally alters the fly’s flight
feedback. For example, the flight controller may be altered by the
lack of phasic input from vibratory antenna oscillations (18, 19,
21). However, the results of our manipulation indicate that the
loss of the aristae does not induce a catastrophic effect, as would
be expected if the aristae were required for some essential feature
of flight control. An alternative hypothesis is that the two senses
are independent, and that the observed variability is the result of
system-level feedback dynamics. Given that visual feedback has
a long processing delay (15, 16), the variability may be a manifestation of an unstable regulator undergoing feedback oscillations
(26) because it is forced to rely on long-delay feedback alone. The
observed antenna response would oppose such rapid changes in
airspeed, stabilizing the visual groundspeed controller and allowing
it to operate at higher gain. To test this hypothesis, we derived
a model of the fly’s velocity regulator by performing a quantitative model-fitting procedure based on control theoretic principles. Because we are concerned only about the effect of their
associated responses, our analysis did not attempt to explain underlying mechanisms of sensory transduction. To provide a rich
dataset with which to derive and assess our model, we collected
data from a diverse set of stimulus conditions consisting of wind
and visual gusts with differing magnitudes and polarities.
Wing Aerodynamic Drag Model. Although our model focuses on
the active control force, fc, generated by the fly, we first needed
to estimate the passive drag, fd, exerted on the fly as a result of its
motion and the background airflow. We analyzed the total drag
on the flapping wings and body by applying different gusts of wind
and eliminating the effect of the two sensory responses, correE1186 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1323529111

Summation of Antenna- and Visually Mediated Responses. To investigate the interaction between the visual and antenna-based
responses, we performed trials in which the animated pattern on
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Hypothesis of Dynamic Instability. The function of the antenna re-

sponding to Eq. 12 (Fig. 3A). We considered only data from the
initial 70 ms of the gust trials from arista-ablated flies, a time
epoch during which previous studies suggested that visually mediated responses should not yet strongly influence the flies’ behavior (15, 16). The nonlinear regression found that b = 11 ± 1.7
μN·s·m−1 (Fig. 3B) (mean ± 95% confidence interval of bootstrap;
see Fig. S2A). This value is reasonably close to the value for total
system drag (8.0 μN·s·m−1) predicted from a detailed quasi-steady
model of flapping flight simulated in forward motion (6) (Fig. 3C).
We plotted each datum with a size proportional to the absolute
airspeed of the fly, and a visual inspection indicates that there is
no noticeable trend relating greater drag force to greater airspeed,
supporting the view that drag is linear with airspeed.
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force in the same direction as the increased aerodynamic drag
due to the gust, effectively accentuating, rather than diminishing, the influence of the wind stimulus on flight dynamics.
The sign of this response is at odds with Drosophila’s welldocumented tendency to increase airspeed in a constant headwind to maintain groundspeed (13). To verify these previous
findings in our apparatus, we measured mean groundspeed at
different steady wind speeds (up to 1 m·s−1) with a static visual
background. Our results confirmed that when flying into the wind,
flies maintain a constant groundspeed of 0.15–0.2 m·s−1, as initially
reported by David (13).
To investigate the discrepancy between transient and steadystate responses to wind, we subjected flies to a step-shaped change
in wind speed delivered by opening a set of shutters mounted in
the wind tunnel. As expected from our prior experiments, flies
initially decelerate, but subsequently recover most of their initial
groundspeed (Fig. 2D). David (13) suggested that flies’ ability to
maintain groundspeed in different strength headwinds is mediated
by visual feedback. To test whether the recovery from a step disturbance is visually mediated, we performed another experiment
in which we animated the walls of the arena during the trial so that
the flies, on average, would experience greatly diminished optic
flow during the gust. As expected, if vision is used for groundspeed
compensation, flies subject to reduced visual feedback do not recover initial velocity nearly as much as flies with access to the
normal visual cues (Fig. 2 E and F; P < 0.001 at 0.5 s after onset of
stimulus). In summary, our experiments suggest that the gust response of flies involves at least two sensory responses, one driven
by vision and one driven by mechanosensory information from the
antennae. Whereas vision underlies a compensatory regulator that
can maintain constant groundspeed at steady state, the antennae
mediate a faster response that accentuates the aerodynamic effect
of the gust on flight dynamics.
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Fig. 3. Aerodynamic wing drag force is roughly proportional to airspeed.
Calculating air drag was necessary to estimate flies’ active responses. (A) We
eliminated sensory-induced responses by ablating the wind-sensing aristae
and by considering only data before tf ¼ 70 ms, before any visual response is
likely to be engaged. (B) We generated gusts with wind velocities, vw, of
differing rates of onset and direction (omitting from view the gusts that
were too slow to register measurable drag in the 0.1-s period shown) and
show the resulting groundspeeds, vg, of all trajectories recorded (mean
shown in white). Also plotted are airspeed input, va (Eq. 3) (mean ± SD), and
the estimated aerodynamic drag force, f, calculated using Eq. 1 (jagged
green line, mean ± SD). This quantity was recentered to zero at t ¼ 0 by
subtracting f0, the mean force for the 60 ms preceding the trial. Airspeed
and force are shown to permit a visual comparison of input–output behavior
but were not used directly in model fitting computations. The model-fitting
procedure used groundspeed data from the shaded areas to estimate the
aerodynamic drag constant b in Eq. 4. The model output was simulated using
the transfer function in Eq. 12 divided by PðsÞ and is plotted in black (smooth
line, ± 95% confidence interval in gray). (C) The drag force prediction (solid
line, ± 95% confidence interval) is similar to that of a quasi-steady simulation
of flapping flight (6) (dashed line). Overlain are input and output observations showing the correspondence between model and data.
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visual component by animating the visual stimulus in the opposite direction during the gust. We estimated this groundspeed
perturbation by previously recording the mean groundspeed responses of a different population of flies to the same gust in a
prior set of trials (Fig. 4E) (see Visual Stimulus in Methods). In
these experiments, we again found that force responses in trials
in which both stimuli were present simultaneously were nearly an
ideal linear sum of the isolated wind and visual responses (Fig.
4F). We further tested this across a range of gusts with varying
speed and polarity and found similar results (Fig. S1) (timeaveraged P > 0.35 for all conditions tested, with only occasional,
isolated sequences of three or fewer frames with P < 0.05, as
above). Thus, our results suggest that groundspeed control is
mediated by a simple linear sum of the fly’s visual-motor and
antennal-motor responses, and not a more complicated interaction (25, 38).
Antenna Feedback Model. Because there is evidence for both phasic
and tonic responses for the JO neurons of the antennae (18, 22),
we tested both derivative and proportional models of antenna
feedback:

fca ðtÞ ¼ Ka
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Fig. 4. Vision and antenna response forces combine as a nearly ideal linear
sum. We measured the force responses of intact flies under three conditions:
(A) visual gusts with little airspeed input; (B) naturalistic gusts in which the
visual background stimulus velocity, vp, was not altered; and (C) both wind
and visual gusts presented simultaneously. We plot the corresponding flyframe stimuli airspeed, va (Eq. 3), and visual velocity, vv (Eq. 5) (mean ± SD).
The control force output arising from these responses, fc, was estimated
by subtracting the estimated aerodynamic drag using Eqs. 1 and 4, then
recentering as described in Fig. 3. (D) The mean force response that arises
when both stimuli are presented simultaneously is nearly equal to the linear
sum of the force responses arising from each sense in isolation. A possible
confounding factor is that in both A and B, a visual stimulus, vv, is present. We
attempted to largely abolish this by animating the projector in the opposite
direction during the gust so that the perceived visual velocity remained unchanged during the trial (E, see plot of vv). In these trials, the force production again was found to be a nearly ideal linear sum of the two responses
(F). Gusts of other onset rates and polarity yield similar results (Fig. S1).
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or

Ca ðsÞ ¼ Ka se−sTa

[16]

and
fca ðtÞ ¼ Ka va ðt − Ta Þ
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E

C

d
va ðt − Ta Þ
dt

or

Ca ðsÞ ¼ Ka e−sTa ;

[17]

where the second representation is the equivalent frequencydomain transfer function that produces a control force output in
response to input airspeed. We did not consider an integral
airspeed feedback model, because an integral term would be
incompatible with flies’ documented ability to maintain groundspeed in steady headwinds. We avoided the confounding effect
of the visual response (Fig. 5A) by limiting the period of fitting
to tf = 70 ms [Eq. 13 with Cv(s)=0 was used to predict groundspeeds]. The response in Fig. 5D is visibly delayed relative to the
airspeed input, a delay absent in the passive drag responses of
Fig. 3. This supports the view that it is the result of a sensorimotor
process. A nonlinear regression of flies’ groundspeed responses
to wind stimuli (Fig. 5B, fitting period shaded) found that the
derivative model is best fit by a gain of Ka ¼ 0:23 ± 0:04 μN·s2·m−1
and a time delay of Ta ¼ 34 ± 2 ms (mean ± 95% confidence interval of bootstrap; Fig. S2B). The comparable values for the proportional model were Ka ¼ 8:3 ± 0:5 μN·s·m−1 and Ta ¼ 17 ± 5 ms
(Fig. 5 C and D). To compare the models, we used the Akaike
information criterion. This criterion is suited to choosing between
two models of equal complexity in a nonlinear context and requires
that the distribution of errors be normal (37) (the errors weakly pass
d’Agostino’s test for normality, P ¼ 0:06). Our results show there is
a 92% chance that the proportional model holds rather than the
derivative model. Thus, the fast antennal-motor response is better
modeled as a proportional controller with a short delay and has
a strength roughly equal to that of the aerodynamic drag on the
wings and body.
Visual Feedback Model. A full characterization of the slow dy-

namics of the visual response would require a prohibitively long
flight path that was not possible given the length of our tunnel.
To circumvent this limitation, we measured short-timescale dynamics with our apparatus and additionally required that longtimescale dynamics be consistent with Charles David’s prior
measurements of steady-state wind responses (13). A previous
model of a vision-based flight controller by Rohrseitz and Fry
(16) posited visual velocity as input and produced groundspeed as an output. Their best-fit model consisted of a twopole low-pass filter with time delay and airspeed saturation. In
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the walls mimicked the pattern of optic flow flies would experience during a wind gust (Fig. 4A). We then measured the antenna response by subjecting flies to a wind gust in which the
projector velocity was held constant (Fig. 4B). Finally, we compared these results with those from trials in which both stimuli
were presented simultaneously (Fig. 4C).
Our results suggest that flies’ mean control force output response, fc (the force remaining after subtracting drag when both
stimuli were present), is consistent with a linear summation of
the individual responses to the wind and visual stimuli alone
(Fig. 4D; t test with unequal variances, time-averaged P =
0.41). To estimate the variance of the force sum for this test, we
added the individual sample variances. In a few frames, the two
models were significantly different (P < 0.05), but this difference occurred only during isolated short sequences of three or
fewer measurements and likely was the result of spurious measurement noise.
A possible confounding factor in the preceding experiment is
that in all conditions, the fly was subject to a visual stimulus,
because the gust induced a groundspeed perturbation, which in
turn induced a visual stimulus. To eliminate this effect, we performed another set of experiments in which we minimized this
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Fig. 5. The antenna-mediated airspeed response resembles a proportional controller with a short delay. (A) As in Fig. 3, we eliminated the effect of the visual
response by fitting the model to data only during a short period of tf ¼ 70 ms (shaded area in B). (B) We stimulated the fly with several wind gust conditions, shown
as in laboratory-frame wind velocity, vw, with different rates of onset and direction (we omit slower stimulus conditions from view as in Fig. 3). (C) We proposed two
controller models with time delays: derivative and proportional (Eqs. 16 and 17). (D) As in Fig. 3, we show the fly-frame input airspeed, va (mean ± SD), and the
estimated control force output, fc (mean, jagged green line), computed as in Fig. 4 to permit a visual comparison. The force prediction of the fitted models were
computed by simulating the response of the transfer function in Eq. 13 divided by PðsÞ and are plotted in black (smooth line, ± 95% confidence interval in gray). The
residual error is higher for the derivative model, and a visual inspection indicates that the poor performance is because it produces a bidirectional reaction to strong
gusts, unlike flies’ measured behavior.

terms of physical forces instead of velocities, a controller with
similar behavior in quiescent air is a proportional controller of
the form
fcv ðtÞ ¼ Kv vv ðt − Tv Þ

or

Cv ðsÞ ¼ Kv e−sTv :

[18]

However, this model would show significant error when incorporated in a feedback loop in the presence of wind. Accordingly, we also propose an integral controller,

fcv ðtÞ ¼ Kv

Zt
0

vv ðt′ − Tv Þdt′

or

1
Cv ðsÞ ¼ Kv e−sTv ;
s

[19]

that winds up the error over time. An integral controller of this
form had a correlation with the fly’s behavior almost as strong as
that of the two-pole model in ref. 16. We eliminated a derivative
model from consideration because it would require a long delay
and could not compensate for steady-state wind. To fit the free
parameters in these models, we used data from experiments with
arista-ablated flies and assumed these animals could not sense
airspeed and so had no antenna feedback [Eq. 14 with Ca(s) = 0
was used to predict groundspeed] (Fig. 6A). We fitted data for a period of tf = 0.4 s because after this time, flies’ groundspeeds show
a significant negative drift, perhaps because of the aversive effect of
the looming darkened end of the wind tunnel (4). The nonlinear
regression of flies’ groundspeed responses to visual gusts (Fig. 6B)
indicates that the proportional model has a gain Kv ¼ 14:5 ± 5:1
μN·s·m−1 and a time delay of Tv ¼ 157 ± 48 ms (mean ± 95% confidence interval of bootstrap; Fig. S2C), whereas the integral model
has Kv ¼ 97 ± 31 μN·m−1 and a time delay of Tv ¼ 78 ± 53 ms (Fig.
6 C and D).
To address the possibility that arista ablation might affect visual
feedback, we performed an additional test of a range of visual
gusts on flies with intact antennae (see Fig. S3B for stimulus
conditions and responses). In this model-fitting procedure, we
included the effect of the proportional antenna response. The gain
E1188 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1323529111

and delay estimates of both the proportional (Kv ¼ 11:7 μN·s·m−1,
Tv ¼ 144 ms) and integral (Kv ¼ 84 μN·m−1, Tv ¼ 70 ms) models
were at or near the middle of the 95% confidence interval for the
arista-ablated flies, indicating that arista ablation has little effect
on visual responses.
The Akaike information criterion generated a very weak
preference (57%) for the integral model over the proportional
model. To use steady-state behavior to differentiate between the
models, we considered the thrust force necessary to overcome
aerodynamic drag. A feed-forward approach that applies a fixed
force based on an a priori estimate of drag is effective only at
a specific wind velocity. A more likely possibility is that the fly
has a desired groundspeed set point, vd, that is added to the visual velocity estimate. This error signal, ev ¼ vd þ vv , is fed into
the visual controller rather than the visual velocity vv. Our proportional model operating on this error term would exhibit a
large error in the presence of wind because of its low gain.
Solving for steady state reveals that the fly’s groundspeed would
even go negative (indicative of being blown downwind) when
vw < − Kbv vd ≅ − 1:3vd . To compare with observed behavior, we
assumed that flies are at steady state at the start of trials in still
air and estimated that the set point vd is equal to the mean of vv
at the start of trials in still air, or approximately 0.10 ms−1. In
moving air, a − 0:15-ms−1 headwind at the start of the wind
shutter trials (Fig. 6B, last column), the proportional model for
arista-ablated flies predicts a very low groundspeed vg of only 0.08
ms−1. In contrast, flies’ mean groundspeed was 0.25 ms−1, almost
identical to that in the piston trials with zero wind (Mann–Whitney
U test, P ¼ 0:91; a similar result holds for intact flies) and significantly different from 0.08 ms−1 (one-sample t test, P < 0:0001).
The integral model, on the other hand, integrates error over time
to drive it to zero so that in steady state, vv ¼ vd in steady wind,
regardless of its strength. This corresponds to the flies’ observed
behavior. This characteristic of flight first was observed in
Drosophila hydei for different wind velocities up to 1 ms−1 (13)
and verified for Drosophila melanogaster in our apparatus over
the same range. Accordingly, experimental evidence supports the
integral model of the fly’s visual feedback controller.
Fuller et al.
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Remarks Concerning the Model. A block diagram depicting the
collective results of the model fitting is shown in Fig. 7A. Its key
features are a slower outer loop driven by vision that maintains
groundspeed and a faster parallel loop driven by airspeed that
stabilizes this controller. We remark that our results also are compatible with the two responses operating in series, rather than in
parallel; that is, visual feedback could act to modulate a set-point
airspeed. This nested design would be analogous to how the visual
system modulates haltere sensitivity (39) and antenna movement
(21) to modulate wing-driven rotational motion. Because the predictions are identical for our data, as may be shown by block
diagram manipulation, we show a representation of the observed
input–output behavior and leave this question to future work.
A comparison of the groundspeed predictions of the model with
the mean responses of real flies shows reasonable agreement
across all tested gusts and visual gusts (Fig. 7B; see Fig. S3 for
a plot of all data collected). It is informative to explain how our
model is consistent with the results of Fig. 2B. In steady-state
forward flight, the role of the integrating controller may be
interpreted as finding the necessary forward thrust to compensate for air drag. However, any sudden excursion in airspeed in
either direction due to a sudden change in wind speed will induce
a compensatory reaction by the antenna response that acts to
bring airspeed back to the set point. Thus, the active deceleration
of intact flies in the impulsive headwind gust (Fig. 2B) is the
result of the antennal response block attempting to maintain the
airspeed set point. This response is absent in arista-ablated flies,
whose deceleration is the result of only passive aerodynamic drag
(Fig. 2C). Because of the differences in delay, the earliest stages
of the antenna response occur before visual feedback has an
effect on the flies’ motion. A short while later, the visual response begins, and the resulting compensatory overshoot may be
observed at ∼200 ms for intact flies in the same pane. Note that
this overshoot is absent in response to the gusts presented by the
programmed stimulus that cancelled out visual motion (Fig. 4E).
In the slower step gust (Fig. 2D), the stronger but slower visual
integrator overrides the proportional antenna response and
aerodynamic drag to restore most of the original groundspeed
within ∼0.5 s.
Fuller et al.

How Antenna Feedback Might Abolish Groundspeed Variability. Our
identified model exhibits behavior consistent with the hypothesis
that the groundspeed oscillations observed in arista-ablated flies
(Fig. 1D) are the result of feedback instability. When simulated
in closed loop with a step input in projector velocity similar to
the visual stimulus preceding all trials (Trial Protocol), our model
of arista-ablated flies exhibits similar groundspeed oscillations
(Fig. 7C, red line). The model for arista-ablated flies has a gain
margin of only 1.6 (the 95% confidence interval ranges from 6.8
to an unstable 0.8) and a phase margin of 25° (55° to an unstable
−16°) when the loop is broken at vv (see Bode plot in Fig. S3D).
Our limited tunnel length gave only a rough estimate of the visual
feedback parameters, but the detail is sufficient to conclude that
the delay is long enough and the gain high enough that there is
near-instability across most of the uncertainty interval. Our time
delay closely matches a previous estimate of 80 ms (16). If antennal feedback is added, oscillations in the model are abolished
because of the damping effect of the antenna-mediated response
(Fig. 7C, black line). This raises the gain and phase margins to 3.0
(11.9–1.4) and 56° (77°–27°), respectively. We neglected antenna
and drag model uncertainty in these stability margin calculations
because they are small relative to visual uncertainty. Our results
are consistent with the view that the antennal response provides
damping, a role equivalent to the derivative term in the proportional-integral-derivative controllers ubiquitous in engineering (26). In both cases, the effect is to reduce phase delay at the
unity–gain crossover frequency, increasing stability and robustness
to parameter uncertainty. By providing robustness, the antenna
response might enable the fly’s flight controller to perform acceptably despite variations in visual scene intensity, obstacle distance, contrast, temperature, or muscular fatigue. Whereas the
model reported here provides a parsimonious explanation for the
observed behavior, the antennae play many roles in flight that
might be compromised by our experimental ablations. Therefore, our conclusions regarding the precise role of the antennae
must remain speculative until further experiments with less disruptive manipulations can be performed.
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Fig. 6. The visual response resembles an integral controller with a long time delay. (A) To isolate the visual response, we removed the effect of antenna
feedback by removing the aristae of the antennae. (B) As in Fig. 5, we stimulated flies with a range of stimuli, shown in laboratory-frame projector velocity, vp
(fitting period shown in gray), and fly-frame visual velocity input, vv (mean ± SD), considering (C) two proposed models: proportional and integral (Eqs. 18 and
19). The projector velocity is nonzero at the start of the trial because of how the experiment protocol animates the projector to bring flies to the trigger plane
(see Trial Protocol in Methods). (D) As in Fig. 3, we show the fly-frame input visual velocity, vv (mean ± SD), and the estimated control force output, fc (mean,
jagged green line), computed as in Fig. 4, to show the dynamics of the fly’s reactions. The force prediction of the fitted models were computed by simulating
the output of the transfer function in Eq. 14 with Ca ¼ 0, divided by PðsÞ, and are plotted in black (smooth line, ± 95% confidence interval in gray).
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Discussion
The results reported here provide insight into how flies combine
information from their visual system and their antennae to regulate forward flight speed. Although vision may provide an estimate of groundspeed in the presence of a steady wind, it does
so with a functionally significant delay of ∼50–100 ms. Mechanoreceptors on the antennae, on the other hand, cannot measure
groundspeed directly, but our results suggest they can detect
changes in airspeed more quickly (within ∼20 ms). They use this
information to add active damping that counteracts unstable
oscillations, in exchange for increasing the effect of sudden wind
disturbances. Although prior work demonstrates that the antennae may play many roles in flight (18, 23–25), their ability to
provide stability for the visual groundspeed controller was not
identified previously. Damping also might be achieved by using
passive components such as a long abdomen or dangling legs, but
this would increase energy costs during flight and impede sudden
maneuvers. By using a sensory-driven response, the fly can increase damping only when required. This control strategy might
aid in the design of small autonomous flying vehicles, whose
visual autopilots are similarly bandwidth limited because of noise
or limits to available onboard computation (40, 41).
E1190 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1323529111

n=39
n=55

Fig. 7. The most parsimonious model of the flies’ forward flight dynamics suggests that the damping effect
of the faster antenna response stabilizes the fly’s visual
groundspeed controller. (A) A block diagram illustrates
components of the identified model. A visual response
with a long time delay regulates groundspeed to follow
the desired “set point” velocity vd. A second parallel
loop mediated by airspeed feedback from the antennae
acts to stabilize the visual regulator through a damping
action with low time delay. Passive aerodynamic drag
acts in the same direction, with a similar magnitude. (B)
We compare groundspeed predictions of the model
(dashed, simulated from Eq. 15; Ca ¼ 0 for the model of
arista-ablated flies) to the mean groundspeeds of flies
(solid) in the naturalistic scenario of wind gusts with no
laboratory-induced change in visual stimulus. The data
and model show reasonable agreement for all tested
wind gusts for both intact (black) and arista-ablated
(red) flies (Fig. S3 A–C shows all data collected, including
responses to visual gusts). (C) When stimulated with
a step input in visual velocity, the model of the aristaablated flies (red, estimate ± 95% parameter confidence interval) is nearly unstable, showing oscillations
that resemble those of the arista-ablated flies in Fig. 1D.
The instability in the model arises from the long delay
and high gain of visual feedback. Adding antenna
feedback into the model abolishes the oscillations
(black), supporting the hypothesis that its fast damping
effect counteracts groundspeed excursions from the
desired velocity. (D) A plot of the frequency response of
Eq. 13 gives the size of groundspeed error (ev in A) due
to wind disturbance. Adding the integrating visual response reduces the groundspeed error relative to
a passive fly (Eq. 12) at low frequencies, at the expense
of a nearly unstable resonant peak around 1 Hz. Adding
antenna feedback (black) slightly increases the error
across most frequencies in exchange for diminishing the
resonant peak.

In interpreting our results, it is critical to note that although the
brief wind gusts we used were useful for probing the architecture of
the flight control system, such stimuli may be uncommon in the
natural world. Airflow through the plant canopy inhabited by
Drosophila typically is turbulent, exhibiting a characteristic flow
pattern in which brief transients, similar to those generated by
the piston, are statistically likely to be much weaker than those of
longer duration (42). Wind speed measurements in and above
cornfields (43) and deciduous forests (42, 44) indicate that wind
speed amplitude decreases as frequency increases from 0.1 to
20 Hz, resembling the theoretical prediction of an f −5=3 power
spectrum (42). Hence, high-frequency gusts, such as our air
piston gusts, are weak in natural environments and likely would
induce only small perturbations in the wind direction. A visual
response that operates like an integrator, as suggested by our
results, would be ideally suited to compensate for the stronger,
low-frequency disturbances that dominate the energy in turbulent natural flows (Fig. 7D).
Active damping is thought to play a significant role in stabilizing
the dynamics of insect locomotion (45). In running cockroaches,
antenna feedback used in wall following provides a derivative term
that adds a stabilizing damping effect (46). In flying insects, active
damping augments the passive rotational damping induced by
aerodynamic wing drag (32, 36, 47–49). It previously was argued
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BIOPHYSICS AND
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easily measured (52, 54), there is an intrinsic inaccuracy in visual
estimates of translational velocity. Our model suggests that the
high gain induced by nearby obstacles might lead to instability
when combined with the long delay of visual feedback. To our
knowledge, the ramifications of this visual uncertainty were not
considered previously in the context of feedback dynamics. Our
results suggest that the damping effect provided by the antennae
may aid the fly by stabilizing flight in confined spaces.

that damping induced by compensatory responses mediated by the
halteres might stabilize rotatory feedback from vision (48), which
has a longer delay (50). Hawk moths exhibit another possible example of this principle in which fast antennal feedback adds linearly to slower visual feedback to regulate the stabilizing motion of
the abdomen during hovering flight (24, 51). In the present study,
we have shown that flies use this same principle in the context of
translational flight control, which involves different constraints. In
contrast to rotatory motion, the optic flow produced by translatory
motion varies in magnitude with the distance to obstacles (52).
Bees (53) and flies (13) accelerate in a gradually widening corridor,
consistent with an angular optic flow regulator. A narrower corridor or a closer obstacle produces greater optic flow for a given
groundspeed and so is equivalent to a higher gain in the visual
feedback loop. Because the absolute distance to an object is not
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Fig. S1. Extension of Fig. 4 to include other rates of wind gust onset and polarity for (A) visual gusts, (B) wind gusts with reduced visual stimulus to probe the
antenna response alone, and (C) naturalistic wind gusts in which both responses were stimulated simultaneously. The results suggest that in all cases, flies’
control force output response, fc, is a nearly ideal linear sum of the responses to each stimulus alone. See Fig. 4 legend for further details.
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Fig. S2. Estimating parameter values and uncertainty envelopes. The complexity of our nonlinear parameter fit of multiple time-series trajectories suggested
a bootstrapping approach (1). (A) Estimating the aerodynamic drag parameter b in Eq. 4. We selected 300 resamples with replacement, to approximate resampling from the population, from the n = 243 collected trajectories. We performed a parameter fit for each resample using a nonlinear regression of the
squared error (Eq. 10) between groundspeed and the closed-loop prediction of groundspeed, using the prediction from Eq. 12. The rms error for all trajectories
(Eq. 10) is plotted (line) along with parameter estimates vs. errors for each bootstrap sample (points). We estimated the parameter value and the 95%
confidence interval by calculating the mean ± 1.96 times the SD of the bootstrap samples (shown as an error bar at the bottom). (B) Estimating gain Ka and
time delay Ta of the antenna models in Eqs. 16 and 17. For this nonlinear regression, we used Eq. 13 to calculate the groundspeed predictions. The number of
parameters increased to two, so we show a color map of the rms error for all n = 532 trajectories collected (the same color map is used for both models; errors
above a certain threshold are shown in the same color to better reveal structure near the minimum). Estimates for 400 bootstrap resamples are shown for each
Legend continued on following page
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candidate model as white points. We calculated the parameter estimate by taking the mean of the bootstrap samples. To calculate 95% confidence intervals,
we calculated the covariance matrix of the bootstrap estimates, calculated the singular values of this matrix, and set the width and height of the uncertainty
ellipse to be 2 × 2:45 times the square root of these two singular values. This ellipse encloses approximately 95% of the bootstrap estimates. We used the two
extremes of this ellipse (shown as +) as the range of the confidence interval because they represent the least stable (high gain, long delay) and most stable (low
gain, short delay) extremes. Note that the marks do not appear to be at the extremes of these ellipses because of the unequal aspect ratio of the axes. (C) We
used an equivalent procedure to estimate the gain Kv and time delay Tv for the visual feedback models in Eqs. 18 and 19, using arista-ablated flies and Eq. 14
with Ca = 0 (n = 250).
1. Ljung L (1999) System Identification (Prentice Hall, Upper Saddle River, NJ).
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Fig. S3. Comparison of model and data for all conditions tested. Stimulus conditions are (A) wind gust, (B) visual gust, and (C) wind gust with low visual
velocity. In faster gust conditions, the responses of arista-ablated flies were significantly different from those of intact flies, so we used different visual gusts
(indicated by light blue for arista-ablated flies instead of dark blue) to best attenuate their visual input during the gust. Groundspeed responses are shown for
intact flies (mean, black) and arista-ablated flies (red), with numbers of collected trajectories given in the corresponding color (n for intact flies is shown in top
row). Dashed lines of corresponding color indicate the closed-loop output of the model simulated using Eq. 15. We show the estimated control force output, fc,
that arises from visual and antenna responses for intact flies (ant+) and arista-ablated flies (ant–) (mean, jagged green line). Black lines indicate the simulated
Legend continued on following page
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prediction of the fitted model. The transfer function from vp to fc used to produce these plots is Eq. 14 divided by PðsÞ; for the corresponding transfer function
from vw to fc, define the transfer function in Eq. 13 as Gvg vw ðsÞ, then the necessary transfer function is (Gvg vw ðsÞ=PðsÞÞ − b. For C, in which both wind velocity and
projector velocity stimuli are presented, the plotted force prediction is the sum of the force predictions for each of the two sensory modes. (D) A magnitude/
phase Bode plot of the loop transfer function (mean ± 95% confidence interval of bootstrap) broken at the visual feedback signal vv shows that addition of
antenna-mediated feedback increases gain and phase margins (length of vertical segments). (E) The addition of antenna feedback gives greater tolerance to
longer visual feedback delay (× denotes onset of instability; dashed line shows the feedback delay estimated by model fitting).
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